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YEARN FINANCE ($YFI)
• TYPE: AM
• CHAIN(S): ETH, FTM
• CIRCULATING SUPPLY: 35,414
• MAX SUPPLY: 36,666

• TVL: $4.26B
• MARKET CAP: $1.06B
• CONTRACT ADDRESS:
• 0x0bc529c00C6401aEF6D220BE8C6Ea1667F6Ad93e

PRODUCT OVERVIEW/SUMMARY
Yearn Finance is a decentralized finance platform that manages user deposits to generate yield from other
decentralized finance applications. For users, Yearn offers a passive digital asset investment manager. Yearn
was launched on the Ethereum blockchain and is governed by YFI token holders.
Yearn’s first product launched lending automation to optimize passive income generation. Users could deposit Ethereum-based tokens into Yearn pools that would automatically invest and re-balance the aggregated funds across several DeFi borrowing and lending applications to seek the best interest rates for the
highest return on invested capital. Since then, Yearn cultivated an ecosystem of integrated DeFi applications
that systematically optimize decentralized asset productivity. Beyond Yearn’s yield farming aggregator, ecosystem applications provide protocol-to-protocol lending, decentralized operations and maintenance, and
community collaboration.

WHY IT’S INTERESTING
Product
Yearn’s flagship product, Yearn Vaults, otherwise known as yVaults, deploy dozens of strategies across many
assets and DeFi protocols. yVaults re-invest user deposits to earn returns with a variety of yield generating
DeFi applications. Numerous yVaults employ strategies across the entire Ethereum DeFi ecosystem. Some
yVaults are large enough that they employ several strategies to maintain flexibility and preserve user principal.
Vault strategies seek to optimize yield on one or more digital assets. While some strategies earn governance
token liquidity rewards, they use those rewards to purchase more underlying tokens deposited in the Vault.
This way earned yield is easier for users to forecast. Also, this maintains a liquid market for the token being
issued because yVaults circulate the newly issued tokens by selling them for the underlying assets.
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Key partnerships provide Yearn vaults with advantages over other investors. Yearn’s lending partner,
C.R.E.A.M Finance, enables yVaults to borrow funds for leveraged yield strategies. Economies of scale at
the Vault and protocol level mean yVaults earn higher ROE and ROI than individuals that deploy comparable yield strategies. SushiSwap enables users to withdraw their funds and yield in a select variety of DeFi
assets. For a fee, Yearn’s zap feature will exchange the investor’s underlying assets at both deposit and
withdraw. Zap expands the variety of asset deposits Yearn pools accept. This enables users to earn yield
on a particular asset without eliminating exposure to the original long position.
Currently in v2, yVaults earn 2-and-20 fees. An annual 2% management fee is assessed to the entire vault
daily. The 20% performance fee is assessed each time a vault harvests a strategy, which means it purchases
more deposited assets with the yield assets earned. Vaults only harvest yield if it will be profitable for users
after fees are assessed.
Users receive yVault tokens in proportion to their share of each vault in which they deposit digital assets.
The yVault token is like a liquidity provider, or LP, token from a DEX: it is a derivative asset that represents
a portion of deposited underlying assets in a shared pool. The yVault is priced in the amount of deposited
tokens they can redeem. If the yVault token price increases from the time of deposit, it can redeem more
underlying tokens than deposited. Ultimately, yVault investors earn yield denominated in the yVault's underlying tokens.

The lending aggregator, Earn, pools user assets to optimize interest revenue from borrowing and lending
protocols. Users deposit any of DAI, USDC, USDT. TUSD. sUSD, and wBTC to Earn pools on Yearn. Earn pools
then stake and unstake the funds across Aave, Compound, and dYdX based on the highest offered interest
rate. For their deposits, users receive yTokens, or interest-bearing derivatives based on their underlying
asset deposit. yTokens typically trade at a premium to their underlying stablecoins. Currently, over $661MM
TVL is available on Curve’s yDAI+yUSD+yUSDT+yTUSD pool that fulfills $8MM average daily volume.
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Aggregated assets are more efficient than individual holdings. Yearn’s vaults distribute Ethereum gas and
other transaction costs throughout the pool. Because Ethereum gas is priced according to transaction complexity, gas does not necessarily correlate to transaction value. For an investor, this means a yCRV vault on
Yearn is more profitable than the associated liquidity pool on Curve itself: average Curve APYs over the last
30 days lag current Yearn yields on comparable vaults.

Partnerships, Integrations, and Community
Few DeFi platforms drive industry collaboration like Yearn’s development community. The Yearn development community collaborated with three other protocols to create a synergistic, “coalition,” to drive industry-wide capital efficiency. Primarily, SushiSwap serves as Yearn’s official AMM provider for all DEX transactions. In 2021, protocol-to-protocol lender, C.R.E.A.M. Finance merged with Yearn. Their Iron Bank product
provides all leverage to Yearn to keep interest within the ecosystem. Lastly, Keep3r Network provides automated development operations to function as Yearn’s, “back office.” Keep3r’s automation applications
more precisely customize Yearn vaults where Ethereum smart contracts fall short, like harvesting yields in
yVaults.
Yearn is currently one of Curve’s largest CRV holder and staker. Yearn aggregates CRV tokens and locks them
into Curve’s governance contract indefinitely using the “Backscratcher” yVault. In exchange, Yearn receives
veCRV, the subsequent Curve Protocol Fees, and CRV boosts for select Curve liquidity pools. Finally, the
Backscratcher yVault distributes the CRV boosts to other yVaults that use provide liquidity on Curve as part
of their yield strategies.
With a significant portion of CRV locked by the Yearn, Curve benefits from stable CRV value and reliable
exchange liquidity. Yearn’s locked CRV increases as more Yearn gains depositors. Locked CRV limits liquid
supply and stabilizes a high CRV price. Additionally, Yearn pools earn higher LP yield on Curve than any user
could because of the aggregated CRV boosts. As long as Yearn can maintain this advantage, it will remain
one of Curve’s largest LPs, and Curve’s status as one of the most liquid exchanges by TVL.

Governance
Platform participants use the YFI token to propose and vote on Yearn improvements and decisions. Proposals, deliberation, and voting occur off-chain on Year's Snapshot page. Though the platform is not fully
decentralized, Snapshot provides a detailed record of the blockchain's state, and YFI staked, at the time of
voting to closely simulate on-chain voting.
A proposal must pass two stages of discussion and voting to pass. Once proposed, three discussion days
must include at least 25% votes in favor of the measure. Then, a participant must submit the proposal to
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Snapshot, with at least one YFI token in their possession. On Snapshot, a proposal must receive 50% of all
votes over five days to be eligible for implementation by the multisig panel.
After a vote is passed, Yearn improvements are implemented on-chain by the panel of multisig signers. The
nine-person panel is elected by YFI holders on Snapshot to implement all approved proposals. They each
share individual access to a wallet that requires at least Six of the nine signers to approve any implementation before the updated can take effect. The Yearn operations or protocol core team update the protocol
code once approved.

TOKENOMICS
Monetary Policy
The Yearn token, YFI, is used to govern the platform and partner with other DeFi protocols. After the entire
36,666 YFI supply was minted, protocol participants voted to initiate a YFI buyback program to control YFI
supply. Buybacks replaced protocol revenue as dividends to YFI holders. Controlled YFI supply is intended
to increase YFI value for holders, among which the Yearn Treasury is the largest. In the future, YFI supply
can be used by the community to incentivize participation or compensate YFI developers.

Over the last year, two measures demonstrate YFI’s value to the protocol. First, in February 2021, YFI holders
voted to grow the 30,000 YFI supply by 6,666. Of the newly minted tokens, 2,222 were paid to Yearn developers with various vesting schedules. Second, in the same month, Year used YFI tokens as collateral to open
collateralized debt positions, or CDP, on the Maker and Unit.xyz protocols. Yearn’s new yield-farming committee leveraged the debt to begin proprietary yield farming to earn additional revenue to the protocol’s
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treasury. On both occasions, the Yearn community used YFI to increase the protocol’s value and bolster its
future earning potential.

Value Accrual
Yearn maximizes asset productivity to drive revenue, often with leverage. Since it’s 2020 debut, Yearn generated most revenue from V2 Vaults. The year-over-year exponential growth demonstrates the value created by iterations of community and protocol development.

In Yearn’s most recent financial statements, TVL reports both short term yVault assets and long term YFI
holdings in the Yearn Treasury. As Yearn develops its treasury investment strategies, it will be necessary to
monitor both P/S and TVL/MC valuation multiples. As of Q2-2021, both show that revenue and total assets
far outpaced Market Capitalization growth. This disparity shows that Yearn’s protocol generates far more
value than its token.

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE AND RECOMMENDATION
No other DeFi protocol competes with Yearn Finance in the Asset Management category. Yearn’s community and ecosystem of applications create scale that approaches some Decentralized Exchanges. Together,
size and ecosystem create economies of scale that provide Yearn’s yield generating strategies significant
edge over competing AM platforms and individual investors.
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While critical for governance participation, the YFI token is outclassed by Yearn’s yVaults as investment
vehicles. Yearn provides investors dozens of unique strategies to put their DeFi assets to work. Stablecoinbased yVaults are particularly advantageous for Yearn. Without a minimum investment period, Yearn offers
the most attractive use for stablecoins besides remittances. Yearn occupies a central role in the stablecoin
value chain on Ethereum. As one of Curve’s largest liquidity providers, it keeps stablecoin exchange spreads
low and stabilizes their pegs. This simultaneously drives stablecoin lending yields as long as Yearn vaults
leverage deposits to drive returns. The Yearn ecosystem provides investors with positive, sustainable and
valuable feedback loops.
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DISCLAIMER
This document has been prepared by Enigma Securities Limited in cooperation with Smart Money
Financial Services ,Inc. and members of the Makor Group (“Makor” or the “Makor Group”) including Makor Securities London Limited, Oscar Gruss & Son, Inc. and Enigma Securities Limited.
This document is intended for institutional investors and is not subject to all the independence and
disclosure standards applicable to research reports prepared for retail investors. This information
represents neither an offer to buy or sell any security or cryptocurrency nor, because it does not
take into account the differing needs of individual clients, investment advice. Trading cryptocurrency and related instruments carries a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors.
Those seeking investment advice specific to their financial profiles and goals should contact their
Makor Group representative. Makor believes this information to be reliable, but no representation
is made as to accuracy or completeness. This information does not analyze every material fact
concerning a company, industry, security, or cryptocurrency. Makor assumes that this information
will be read in conjunction with other publicly available data. Matters discussed here are subject to
change without notice. There can be no assurance that reliance on the information contained here
will produce profitable results.
A security or other instrument denominated in a foreign currency is subject to fluctuations in currency exchange rates, which may have an adverse effect on the value of the security or instrument upon the conversion into local currency of dividends, interest, or sales proceeds. Makor
trades, and will continue to trade, the securities covered in this document on a discretionary basis
on behalf of certain clients. Such trading interests may be contrary to or entered into in advance of
this document.
© 2021 Makor Group and Smart Money Financial Services, Inc. All rights reserved.
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